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Recap / Overview - A Slender’s Lullaby

Slender Man (Player A) Security Guard (Player B)

Day (not simulated in 
prototype)

● Buy items
● Select target house

● Buy items
● Dispatch guards

Night ● Find the child & kidnap it
● Escape with it

● Find Slender Man & kill 
him

● Distribute traps & 
cameras

Actions/ Abilities ● Shapeshifting
● Invisibility
● Fear 
● Unlock doors, destroy 

cameras

● Place traps, cameras 
and locks on doors

● Map of the house

Winning condition ● Turned child into a teddy 
bear and escaped

● Killed Slender Man 
before he could turn 
child into a teddy bear



Prototype Setup

Top down abstract map with house and surroundings:

- Walls
- Windows
- Doors
- Obstacles
- Bedroom

Board game like playstyle:

- Players as pen caps
- Placeable / Removable items 

as colored squares of paper



Challenges and Solutions

Real-time multiplayer:

- Simultaneous movement

- Fixed speed and cooldowns

-> Turn-based multiplayer with grid layout

Player roles:

- Slender Man

- Security

- Game Master



Challenges and Solutions

Stealth: Players do not see each other at all times

-> Two boards with obstacle in between; Game Master regulates the information updates



Challenges and Solutions

Map vision: only the Security should see it

-> Open map for Slender Man

But: multiple fake bedrooms 

that conceal the real one

Just one objective for Security leads to camping

-> Not allowed to enter bedroom

-> Multiple entrances



Game Loop
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Observations and Solutions 

1st game 2nd game

Placing items Every guard has 1 traps, 1 
camera, 1 lock 

Use 3 traps, 3 cameras, 3 
locks max in every game

Traps Were visible to Slender Man Invisible for Slender Man

Security guard:



Observations and Solutions

Slender Man:

● Stun was very powerful and frustrating 

● Invisibility gave a very big advantage while having a small cooldown

● Shapeshift ability available in the prototype, but never used



Observations and Solutions

Primary and secondary objectives: 

● Most action around the bedroom. Slender Man looking through the house to 
find the correct bedroom, gave the guards time to prepare traps, locks and 
cameras 

● Could result in boring camping -> introduce other objectives (eg. multiple 
children on bigger maps

● Secondary objectives (eg. valuable items): 
- If Slender Man steals them, he can sell them for money
- If the Security Guards let theft happen, they lose money from their 

salary



Observations and Solutions

Solution 1: Let both have total map awareness

Solution 2: Let both explore the house without prior knowledge

Slender Man (Player A) Security Guard (Player B)

Map awareness ● Has to explore the 
house

● Total map awareness



Thank you!


